REENGINEERING OF BUSINESS PROCESSES AS A TOOL OF EFFECTIVE ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT

In management, there are many management approaches that can improve the efficiency of the enterprise. At the same time, the priority of enterprise development is the implementation of innovative activities. To succeed in this area, companies are changing management approaches, organizational structures and business models. However, in the conditions of constant aggravation of competition, achievement of high indicators of activity of the enterprise is best provided at the expense of reengineering of business processes. The innovation of reengineering is that it combines the use of the prerogatives of computer technology, human resource management technology and business process change. In the current economic conditions, the speed of reaction of all subsystems of the enterprise and the efficiency of operations are of particular importance and are a necessary condition for its effective operation in conditions of constant competition. In this situation, reengineering is the most effective, because it helps to increase the efficiency of the enterprise by changing the business model it uses. Thus, the study of reengineering procedures, its principles and objectives is relevant today. The purpose of the study was to generalize theoretical approaches to the basic principles, types and objectives of business process reengineering as a tool for effective enterprise management. The methodological basis of the study was the work of domestic and foreign scientists on the problems of reengineering and change management. Business process reengineering is a thorough rethinking and radical redesign of business processes of companies that want to significantly improve their performance. It is used in cases when it is necessary to make an informed decision on the reorganization of activities: radical transformations, business restructuring, replacement of existing management structures with new ones, etc. Through the effective use of business process reengineering tools can make the company more flexible to changes in the environment and more resilient in a competitive environment. Thus, business process reengineering involves a decisive, radical restructuring of business processes and the foundations of management to significantly increase the competitiveness of the enterprise in the market and significantly increase the efficiency of the enterprise as a whole system.
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Formulation of the problem. In today's conditions, the competition of enterprises for the markets is constantly intensifying, while enterprises are constantly improving the strategy of their activities, striving to ensure maximum efficiency at a minimum cost.

At present, enterprises have accumulated considerable experience in applying various concepts of management of their activities. In addition, modern management has been enriched with new approaches that allow us to consider the company from the standpoint of existing and existing business processes within it. The traditional organizational and functional structure of the enterprise has been replaced by a new approach based on the process model of its activity.

The concept of reengineering and its application can increase the efficiency of the enterprise, based on methods and techniques for identifying, describing, and redesigning existing business processes within the enterprise.

Analysis of recent research and publications. The founders of the concept of reengineering are M. Hammer and J. Champa [24], who noted that the competitiveness of enterprises can be achieved only through constant change and the application of new management techniques.

The concept of business process reengineering first came into practice and was perceived as a purely operational and management theory. This traditional approach did not reflect its true nature. In the works of domestic and foreign scientists, reengineering was considered an effective management tool designed to achieve a new level of quality of the enterprise. The vast majority of reengineering work is devoted to purely technical issues related to the description of business processes, their redesign, development of programs and methods of implementing new business processes, various reengineering techniques, and discussions about their disadvantages and advantages.

Among the foreign scientists who have made significant contributions to the study of reengineering and change management: Andersen B. [3], Binner H. [5], Ullah F. and Robson M. [23], Hammer M. and Champy J.
due to a sharp increase in productivity, overproduction in most markets significantly exceeds demand. This is why enterprises need to more effectively use innovation, which with traditional knowledge and management paradigms is almost impossible.

The need to use new business models has led to an increasing number of managers looking for new non-traditional ways to achieve competitive advantage. One of these areas of management thought is the reengineering of business processes – a scientific theory formed in the early 90s of the twentieth century [11].

The priority direction of the development of modern economic science is a noticeable strengthening of paradigms and approaches focused on the innovative development of applied management technologies. Therefore, it is necessary to form such a scientific concept that would allow to design and implement large-scale projects. This will allow not only to increase the efficiency of their activities but also to introduce a fundamentally new business model.

The intensification of competition in the global and domestic markets has led to a special strategy of enterprises, for which the accumulation, reservation, and timely use of innovation has become a primary tool in the struggle for markets. Abroad, managerial innovations are being implemented everywhere, which are much cheaper than technological ones and are one of the main factors in increasing competitiveness in the world market. As an innovative management approach, enterprises need to more widely implement a process approach in management and master the methods of business process reengineering.

The technological revolution of recent decades has created an economic situation in which the potential supply in most markets significantly exceeds demand. This is due to a sharp increase in productivity, overproduction of goods and services, reduction of communication and trade barriers, improving living standards in developed market economies. As a result, relations between producers and consumers have changed, competition has intensified. Consumers have become not only demanding but also competent. On the other hand, the markets themselves have changed. They have become more transparent and open. In this situation, it is enough for the company to reduce the quality of goods or services, as it will immediately begin to lose its customer base [5]. But a successful company also needs to constantly improve, because everything positive in its work quickly becomes known to competitors.

However, internal factors are no less important. The fact is that any company after some time acquires a functional inconsistency or opacity. Production processes become more complicated, cumbersome, there is a deviation from the basic initial guidelines and priorities of activity, weakening motivation, and so on. The reasons for this may be the priorities of personal interests, staff turnover, and so on. Therefore, any company needs to transform the organizational structure and management methods, which is a complex task that applies to all areas of its activities. The use of such an innovative management approach as business process reengineering is an important and effective means of carrying out transformations in enterprises [15].

Reengineering means a radical change in the management structure, based on the optimization of internal business processes, minimizing costs, improving product quality, improving efficiency to ensure the competitiveness of enterprises in a dynamic environment [12; 22; 24].

The methodology of business process reengineering appeared more than 30 years ago and was initially aimed at achieving improvements in key performance indicators of the enterprise through its radical restructuring. However, most often the work was reduced to minor changes in business processes to gradually increase the efficiency of activities, rather than a fundamental transformation of the business. The reasons for this were the reluctance of employees and managers to carry out radical reorganization and limited opportunities for information technology. A distinctive feature of modern reengineering is the ability to reconstruct business processes throughout the enterprise without destroying the usual ways of doing business, which allows you to implement changes in a gradual evolutionary way [17].

The purpose of business process reengineering is:

- introduction of qualitatively better technological processes;
- significant reduction of production costs;
- increase productivity and reduce production time;
- introduction of automated control systems.

As a result, the company is undergoing radical changes to make it more competitive.

The founders of reengineering M. Hammer and J. Champa identified several of its main provisions [24]:

- restructuring of processes should take into account previous experience;
- reengineering requires a significant amount of innovation;
- radical changes are carried out based on the use of modern information technologies.

Thus, reengineering is based on some principles (Fig. 1) [2; 3; 6].
The principle of expediency: the main strategies can be developed only on the basis of careful analysis, identifying the determinants that determine the development of the enterprise, and the most likely trends in their change on the basis of established key factors that cause significant impact.

The principle of radical change: changing business processes are carefully designed to avoid the influence of customs and traditions that led to its current state.

The principle of object orientation: reengineering is aimed at objects and decomposes the enterprise in the framework of building a new model and redefining its business processes.

The principle of economic benefit: reengineering is based on the concepts of utility and cost.

The principle of perspective: reengineering is aimed at both existing processes and promising business processes.

Principle of participation: involvement of the external environment of the enterprise in its operation.

The principle of centralization/decentralization: the construction of the system is based on the decentralization of its subsystems, combining them with the general flow of information.

The principle of minimization of control and inspection: inspection and control operations do not add value. Therefore, their value should be prudently estimated concerning the cost of a possible error, which they are obliged to prevent or eliminate.

The principle of vertical and horizontal common approach: vertical common approach involves the coverage of all major areas of improvement of the enterprise. The horizontal commonality of the approach implies its application in the transformation of enterprises operating in different segments of the national economy.

Process orientation: the focus of reengineering on processes as the main aspects of the enterprise [2; 3; 6; 15].

In practice, in addition to the principles of reengineering, often use recommendations for reengineering business processes, the main of which are [5; 10]:

– reorganization of the enterprise in order to achieve results;
– integration of parallel business processes into a common process and centralized management;
– delegation of powers to the executors of the process;
– tracking business process information at its source.

The main requirements of reengineering for the processes to be reorganized are:

– attracting as few human resources as possible to the business process;
– simplicity of the business process;
– creating a significant number of ways to perform complex business processes;
– rational reduction of the number of entries in business processes;
– business process management using decentralization of powers;
– reducing the number of inspections and corrective organizational influences on the process.

As a rule, enterprises implement one of the types of business process reengineering, which is classified according to the type of their financial condition (Table 1). The most costly is strategic reengineering. Opportunities for its implementation have high-tech enterprises and innovations that differ in operating in conditions of fierce competition.

Operational reengineering is carried out mainly by large enterprises. If they do not use development reengineering in time, they will have to use anti-crisis reengineering as a tool to overcome the difficult economic situation.

In the current economic conditions for many domestic enterprises today the most relevant is anti-crisis reengineering, aimed at developing their concept...
of enterprise development, given the limited available financial resources. The crisis management system is effective when it provides flexibility and adaptability of management, implements measures to strengthen informal management, provides a search for effective forms of management, and reduces centralization to respond quickly to emerging situations.

Thus, business process reengineering as a tool for effective enterprise management solves the following problems [1; 6; 10–13]:

– develops horizontal management links, which contributes to the creation of a network of links for emergencies;
– creates organizational prerequisites for the centralization of information flows, which contributes to the receipt of information systematized for specific processes;
– promotes the separation of functions of senior management and the creation of a network of operational groups, which allows to use for these purposes the technology of work of process teams;
– determines the optimal sequence of functions performed, which leads to a reduction in the cycle of production and sale of goods and services, resulting in increased capital turnover and improved performance of the enterprise;
– motivates the creative approach, analyzes situations and teamwork, because on the basis of these principles the nature of work and the role of employees change;
– allows you to successfully combine strategy coordination from the center and decentralized implementation of decisions, as it is based on mixed processes and matrix management structures;
– creates organizational conditions for enterprise restructuring, as it connects changes in the management structure with the activities of process teams;
– streamlines the use of resources in various business processes in order to minimize costs and ensure the optimal combination of activities.

Conclusions. Reengineering of business processes of enterprises is used in cases when it is necessary to make an informed decision on the reorganization of activities: radical transformations, business restructuring, replacement of existing management structures with new ones, etc. An enterprise that seeks to improve its market position must constantly improve production technologies and methods of organizing business processes.

Effective use of business process reengineering tools will make the company more flexible to changes in the external environment and more resilient in a competitive environment.

Thus, business process reengineering involves a decisive, radical restructuring of business processes and the foundations of management to significantly increase the competitiveness of the enterprise in the market and significantly increase the efficiency of the enterprise as a whole system.
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РЕІНЖИНІРИНГ БІЗНЕС-ПРОЦЕСІВ
ЯК ІНСТРУМЕНТ ЕФЕКТИВНОГО УПРАВЛІННЯ ПІДПРИЄМСТВАМИ

У менеджменті існує багато управлінських підходів, які дають змогу підвищувати показники ефективності діяльності підприємства. При цьому приоритетним напрямом розвитку підприємства є здійснення інноваційної діяльності. Для досягнення успіху у цій сфері підприємства змінюють підходи до управління, організаційні структури та моделі бізнесу. Утім, в умовах постійного зростання конкуренції, зчленення підприємств у світові господарські сегменти, використання інноваційних рішень обов'язкове, адже сприяє підвищенню ефективності діяльності підприємства. У цій статті розглянемо ключові аспекти реінжинірингу бізнес-процесів.
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